
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 15 Universalisms in Debate During 
the 1940s 

International Organizations and 
the Dynamics of International 
Intellectual Cooperation in the 
View of Brazilian Intellectual 
Miguel Ozório de Almeida 

Letícia Pumar 

Introduction 

The Brazilian intellectual Miguel Ozório de Almeida (1890–1953) grad-
uated in medical studies in the early 20th century but worked as an 
experimental physiologist during his entire life. During his career, he 
participated in several intellectual and scientific societies in Brazil and 
abroad and gained prominence both at the national and international 
levels. He was a member of the economic and intellectual elite of Rio de 
Janeiro at a time of great changes in Brazil’s educational, political and 
economic structures and was engaged in the creation of institutions for 
the enhancement of intellectual life in the country, such as the Brazilian 
Academy of Sciences and Brazilian Academy of Education. The social 
network that Ozório de Almeida sought to weave within Brazilian and 
French intellectual circles in the 1920s was instrumental in his involve-
ment in international intellectual cooperation projects in the 1930s and 
1940s.1 

In the interwar period, Miguel Ozório de Almeida took part in the 
League of Nations’ international intellectual cooperation project as a 
member of the International Institute of Intellectual Cooperation (IIIC) 
and the International Committee on Intellectual Cooperation (ICIC). His 
role in these organizations shows how some of the League of Nations’ 
projects became a forum for Latin American intellectuals to develop their 
internationalism. In the early 1940s, when Germany invaded Paris and 
the IIIC’s activities were interrupted, the French diplomat and director 
of the IIIC Henri Bonnet went to the United States with the support of 
the Rockefeller Foundation. There Bonnet became involved in debates to 
maintain intellectual cooperation activities during the war. The establish-
ment of a temporary center for international cooperation in the Ameri-
cas was placed on the agenda, and Ozório de Almeida took part in the 
debates. 
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Later, as a former member of the IIIC and ICIC, Ozório de Almeida 
participated in the early years of UNESCO. Until his death in 1953, he 
took part in some of UNESCO’s activities and was one of the Brazilian 
candidates for the position of head of the Natural Sciences Sector and 
director-general of the organization. At UNESCO, Ozório de Almeida 
criticized the idea of cooperation as assistance rather than mutual sup-
port between intellectuals and scientists from different countries. 
In this chapter, I follow Miguel Ozório de Almeida’s activities in the 

last years of the League of Nations’ International Institute of Intellec-
tual Cooperation and in the early years of UNESCO to discuss how 
internationalist projects may raise debates on the dynamics of interna-
tional intellectual relations. For this purpose, I examine official and per-
sonal correspondences that were researched at some Brazilian historical 
archives, such as Itamaraty and Fiocruz’s Archives, Rockefeller Archive 
Center and UNESCO Archives. 

An International Center on Intellectual Cooperation in the 
Americas 

In the mid-1940s, Ozório de Almeida went on one of his trips to France 
to conduct research at his collaborators’ experimental physiology labo-
ratories.2 He was in Paris when the city was occupied by Germany. This 
story is told in his 1943 book Ambiente de guerra na Europa [War Envi-
ronment in Europe, free translation]. 3 During this period, which he called 
“the battle of civilization”, Ozório de Almeida participated in radio pro-
grams and wrote articles on the war for French journals. In his book, 
he described his activities at the IIIC, the dinners of the  Cercle de la rue 
Tournon4 and conversations held with his Brazilian friends living in Paris, 
among them the chemist Paulo Berredo de Carneiro.5 Ozório de Almeida 
described the IIIC’s last activities as follows: 

On Monday, 10th, around eleven o’clock, I went to the International 
Institute. The last preparations for everybody’s evacuation was under 
way. Henri Bonnet told me that he would leave in two hours. He 
tried his utmost to convince me to leave too, whatever way, to reach 
somewhere at least sixty or seventy kilometers away from Paris. As 
everywhere else, at the Institute they considered it extremely dan-
gerous to remain in Paris. One should expect the worse to happen. 
In my case the situation was even more critical because even if the 
city would be occupied without great sacrifices, the Germans would 
hold against me many crucial elements: my speeches on the radio, the 
article just recently published in Temps, my papers and manuscripts. 
Bonnet and I were immensely sad about having to separate after such 
a long-term collaboration in a perfect spirit of goodwill. None of us 
knew what would happen to this Intellectual Cooperation to which 
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Bonnet had given the best of his efforts and all the brightness of his 
intelligence.6 

The following days were even sadder for the scientist, who had to burn 
the war journal he had been writing since September 1939, the copies of 
the replies to his letter to intellectuals in neutral countries, which would 
be part of his new volume of the IIIC’s Intellectual Cooperation Bulletin, 
the speeches he made on the radio, besides his articles. 7 A few days later, 
Ozório de Almeida returned to Rio de Janeiro but kept himself informed 
on the course of intellectual cooperation. In a letter to Paulo Carneiro, 
who remained in Paris, he discussed the attempt to appoint the chemist to 
substitute the deceased Brazilian diplomat E. Montarroyos as representa-
tive of Brazil to the IIIC: 

Here in Rio there is no resolution on Montarroyos’ substitute. At 
this point the International Institute practically does not exist. All its 
documents are dispersed. [. . .] I received a letter from Henri Bonnet 
who is currently in New York. He told me that he is only establishing 
the first contacts with the North Americans to then see what can be 
done. As for your case, you can be sure: your application has our full 
support. No one can perform this function better than you. I would 
like you to tell me as soon as possible if you would accept the posi-
tion in case the Institute would be located in another city instead of 
Paris, even if temporarily. 8 

The effort to include Paulo Carneiro in the intellectual cooperation 
project succeeded only some years later with the creation of UNESCO, to 
which the chemist became the Brazilian delegate. 
When the IIIC activities ended, Henri Bonnet traveled to the United 

States with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation. Together with 
James Shotwell, head of the National Committee of the United States of 
America on International Intellectual Cooperation (linked to the League 
of Nations’ IIIC), Bonnet became involved in the debates to maintain 
the intellectual cooperation activities during the war. 9 At this point, the 
development of a temporary intellectual cooperation center in the Ameri-
cas became part of the agenda of a group of intellectuals in the United 
States and some Latin American countries. 
Bonnet’s experience and his relationship with members of national 

commissions of Latin American countries were initially seen as positive 
by staff members of the Rockefeller Foundation, who sought to keep him 
in the United States: 

During his stay in this country Mr. Bonnet has been collaborating 
with Professor James T. Shotwell, the Chairman of the United States 
Committee on International Intellectual Cooperation, and with Dr. 
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Waldo G. Leland, Director of the American Council of Learned Soci-
eties with regard to the international activities of the Council. 
In view of the growing importance of these activities Mr Leland 

has requested the grant-in-aid now recommended to enable him to 
secure the services of Mr. Bonnet for the Council and for the United 
States Committee as a consultant on matters relating to international 
intellectual cooperation. Such an arrangement Mr Leland and Mr 
Shotwell believe especially desirable because of the fact that the 
German government has now taken over the IIIC in Paris and has 
appointed a commissioner to continue its work. To reorganize activi-
ties of this kind in the Western Hemisphere, the United States Com-
mittee is now endeavoring to arrange a conference of all North and 
South American committees of intellectual cooperation, which will 
probably be held in Havana early in 1941. Mr. Leland and Mr. Sho-
twell feel that Mr. Bonnet’s knowledge of earlier work of this type 
would be invaluable in this effort, particularly because of his previ-
ous contacts with South American committees. 10 

Ozório de Almeida participated in the debates and was appointed 
president of the committee to study the possibility of establishing a tem-
porary center of intellectual cooperation in the Americas. The committee 
was created at the Second American Conference of National Committees 
on Intellectual Cooperation held in Havana in November 15–21, 1941. 11 

At this Conference, Brazil was represented by ambassador João Carlos 
Muñiz, Miguel Ozório de Almeida and Ruy Ribeiro Couto. Ozório de 
Almeida presented the report “Considerations on measures that should 
be adopted with the purpose of facilitating and coordinating the rela-
tions between the national commissions on intellectual cooperation in 
the Americas”, in which he highlighted the importance of: 

Offering the International Institute on Intellectual Cooperation a 
shelter in a country in the Americas in such a way that it may resume 
its activities, even if partially. This would enable, among many other 
aspects, the continuity of the general work on intellectual coopera-
tion without a too long discontinuity. This would also help us to 
organize on broader and more humane bases the very inter-American 
cooperation. Finally, we would thus clear all doubts about the real 
significance and deep meaning of the cooperation movement in the 
western hemisphere, making evident the principle of universal soli-
darity that should characterize it.12 

The other members of the Committee were: James T. Shotwell (United 
States), Cosme de la Torriente y Peraza (Cuba), Julián Nogueira (Uru-
guay), Victor Lascano (Argentina), Francisco Walker Linares (Chile) 
and Alfonso Reyes (Mexico). The appointed technical advisers were: 
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Malcolm Davis (United States), Henri Bonnet (France), Antonio Castro 
Leal (Mexico) and Mariano Brull (Cuba).13 

The meeting “America in face of the world crisis” was held on Novem-
ber 23–25, 1941. Ozório de Almeida was the first participant to take the 
floor: 

I believe that at an intellectuals’ meeting it is not out of place to draw 
attention to the phenomenon that has occurred in Europe and to 
what is happening in this side of the Atlantic. Freedom of thought is 
under threat all over; but this threat is greater to men who have some 
possibility of thought.14 

The debate continued with the intellectuals’ increasing concern about 
the risk posed to democracy not only in Europe but also in the Americas, 
with the strengthening of authoritarian governments and the support of 
many intellectuals to antidemocratic thought. The meeting resulted in a 
manifest, which was signed and translated into Portuguese by Ozório de 
Almeida, with the purpose of defending democracy and opposing author-
itarian regimes.15 

Ozório de Almeida was the only Brazilian to sign the Declaration. The 
anti-authoritarian character of the document most likely caused con-
straints to the Brazilian government, which since 1937 had assumed a 
dictatorial character with the so-called Estado Novo [New State] pro-
mulgated by Getúlio Vargas. It seems that the Brazilian government was 
at that point losing interest in the issues concerning the IIIC and was no 
longer supporting its actions. In a letter to Paulo Carneiro, Ozório de 
Almeida explained the situation of the Intellectual Cooperation: 

This is what there is concerning the International Institute on Coop-
eration. Despite all efforts, Henri Bonnet did not succeed in creating 
in the United States a Secretariat or whatever kind of organization 
that could give the impression of the Institute’s real survival. He had 
absolutely no resources for this and the North Americans did not 
want to or could not support him with this issue. Therefore, the Insti-
tute has but a symbolic existence now. It has no place, no staff, it 
has nothing at all; it has only the representation of its director: H. 
Bonnet. At the Conference on Intellectual Cooperation in Cuba last 
November, with this situation clearly understood, a resolution was 
unanimously voted for the creation of a seven members Commission 
for the installation of the Institute of Paris in one of the American 
countries. I was elected as the Commission’s president. A few weeks 
later the war with the United States started. The Commission could 
do nothing and we are now taking steps for another decision under 
the new instances. Thus, you understand that the Brazilian govern-
ment never again thought of fulfilling the vacancy left with the death 
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of our poor Montarroyos. Having in fact no Institute, in principle 
there could be no government’s delegate to the Institute. 16 

Ozório de Almeida’s relationship with Vargas’s administration was 
ambiguous. It is possible to notice that as president of the Brazilian Com-
mission on Intellectual Cooperation [Comissão Brasileira de Cooperação 
Intelectual—CBCI] since 1935, he sought to keep a close relationship 
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs so as to obtain the necessary sup-
port to participate in the events of his international network of scien-
tists and organizations with an internationalist character and in which 
he was involved, such as the IIIC. Nevertheless, in these national and 
international forums on intellectual cooperation, he made a stand against 
authoritarian regimes and the lack of autonomy and freedom of expres-
sion during Vargas’s dictatorship. 17 

At the same time that in the international context Ozório de Almeida 
defended the maintenance of intellectual cooperation, in the national 
context he reinforced the importance of the University’s role as a place 
for the development of pure science and complete autonomy of research-
ers. Ozório de Almeida repudiated the State’s interference in the Uni-
versity and research institutions and manifested his opposition to the 
authoritarian dimension of Vargas’ government by defending the intel-
lectuals’ autonomy of thought. Therefore, autonomy was not only a prac-
tical demand from a group of intellectuals and scientists organized in the 
Brazilian Academy of Sciences (Academia Brasileira de Ciências) and 
the Brazilian Academy of Education ( Academia Brasileira de Educação), 
it was also understood as a moral value that characterized the group. 
For Ozório de Almeida, the intellectual who deserved to bear this name 
would have a free consciousness in the face of any authority, political or 
intellectual, national or international. 18 

The post-war period opened new possibilities for international intellec-
tual cooperation, especially with the debate on the creation and develop-
ment of UNESCO. However, the Brazilian government’s growing lack of 
interest in issues related to the IIIC’s intellectual cooperation also marked 
the early negotiations with UNESCO. In a letter from June 1951 to Paulo 
Carneiro, Ozório de Almeida was clear about this feeling: “The presi-
dent [Getúlio Vargas] already had a deep antipathy towards the Intel-
lectual Cooperation and has undoubtedly transferred this antipathy to 
UNESCO. The watchword is to be economical and it will always produce 
a good effect by pretending to be economical with UNESCO’s issues, 
while there is waste with other issues.” 19 

“The Old Cooperation” and UNESCO 

After the liberation of Paris from the German occupation, the Interna-
tional Institute on Intellectual Cooperation sought the restoration of its 
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activities. Ozório de Almeida received a letter from French politician 
Édouard Herriot inviting him to the IIIC’s Administrative Council to be 
held in October 1945 in Lyon. In a letter from September 10, 1945, to 
Paulo Carneiro, Ozório de Almeida asked the Brazilian chemist, who was 
living in Paris, to attend the Council in his place in case he could not get 
the government’s authorization and financial support in time to go him-
self to the event. The letter was written in French to “make things easier if 
by any chance there still is any kind of postal censorship”20 and described 
the difficulties he was facing with the government, which appeared not 
to give much importance to issues related to the international intellectual 
cooperation. Ozório de Almeida mentioned the request he received from 
the French fellows to support and legitimate the intellectual coopera-
tion model that was being used by them in that Council. According to 
Herriot, the Council was being scheduled so that the IIIC would affirm 
its existence and the interest it still manifested regarding the intellectual 
cooperation cause before the London meeting to be held in November 
that same year, in which the shape of the new international organiza-
tion on intellectual cooperation would be decided. In the letter to Paulo 
Carneiro, Ozório de Almeida transcribed parts of Herriot’s letter and 
presented an idea about how he would behave regarding this issue: 

I write to you, my dear Paulo, to ask you to substitute me in this 
meeting and to say on my behalf, in the sense indicated by Herriot in 
his letter, what you already very well know. You know very well my 
ideas on this, they are also yours. For the rest, you should let yourself 
be oriented by Herriot, who is man of great moral and intellectual 
integrity. Naturally, it should be necessary to deal in great depth with 
the issue of cooperation in the scientific domain. In the last organi-
zation, whose principles are excellent, science occupied a secondary 
level. We are only beginning to seek the  bases. Something similar 
was done in Paris in 1937 and in Geneva in 1939, but there was not 
enough time to mature the plans. The war has shown what research 
may offer when organized in a defined sense and with the necessary 
resources. But I very much persist with the idea that on an organiza-
tional plan, even when very well organized, one still leaves a phase 
for individual, free and disinterested research. I have exposed these 
ideas in an article in the Free World of 1942. Perhaps you can find 
it in Paris. Therefore, I do not know what can be done and even if it 
will possible for me to attend the London Conference. Tell the col-
leagues of the cooperation that, in this case, I am willing to confirm 
by telegram the resolutions made in accordance with the bases and 
tradition of the intellectual cooperation organization.21 

It is clear that although he supported some IIIC’s bases, Ozório de 
Almeida wished to see a much greater role for sciences within this new 
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international organization that would be created. Even before the end of 
the war, the scientist had already had the opportunity to stress this point 
in the article mentioned in his letter, Scientific Research in a Free World, 
published in the North American journal  Free World. Upon exposing his 
ideas on the importance of applied and pure science in the modern world, 
the scientist highlighted the moral role of science in a free world. At the 
end of the article, Ozório de Almeida stated: 

If the free world of the future wishes to remain a really free world, it 
should reserve an important place for pure science, one of the highest 
and most useful manifestations of human liberty. But it will have to 
create the sort of mental climate in which science can develop unhin-
dered. Pure Science is the work of a few individuals, the selection of 
whom is an extremely delicate matter, and this work is not possible 
without co-operative effort. It is highly desirable that from now on 
this effort should be studied and prepared.22 

Pure science was defined as a crucial aspect of the modern world, and 
its development was seen as an essential element to maintain a free world. 
Moral qualities of men of science—who cultivated pure science, such as 
the search for truth, cooperation and autonomy and freedom in the face 
of any kind of intellectual or political authority—were valued by Ozório 
de Almeida as essential elements for the devolvement of peace in the post-
war period. These matters will be recovered in his statements during his 
first years in UNESCO. 
It is possible to notice in the letters exchanged between the two Brazil-

ian scientists the difficulties and controversies engendered by the creation 
of UNESCO and how Ozório de Almeida felt out of place at the meetings 
held in London in mid-1946. In a letter dated June 3, 1946, Ozório de 
Almeida asked Paulo Carneiro’s opinion about the need to participate in 
all the meetings of UNESCO’s committees and asked whether it would 
not be better to participate only at the final part of the Preparatory Com-
mission in London.23 In a previous letter, the scientist had already dem-
onstrated his concern about spending too much time in London taking 
part in all the meetings for the preparation of UNESCO, considering that 
his ticket had been paid for by the French government and, therefore, he 
would like to spend more time in Paris.24 However, in the letter from June 
3, Ozório de Almeida showed signs of the uneasiness he felt in the meet-
ings taking place in London regarding the opposition between the group 
of old collaborators of the League of Nations’ intellectual cooperation 
project and the new group of UNESCO’s creation: 

On my side, I confess that I have been feeling a lack of interest in 
all these issues. This is a new time and I feel that we, those from 
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the old Cooperation (this is not your case), especially the members 
of the Geneva Commission and those who worked directly at the 
Institute of Paris, would show a lack of tact if we insisted in actively 
participating in the new organization. I much prefer to keep myself 
reserved and discreet and wait for the evolution of things. Therefore, 
my wish is not to be present in London, but in the last case I would 
go to the meeting from 5 to 12 July, much more as an observer than 
as an active participant. It should be noted that I make no opposition 
to UNESCO and that I wish that it will be totally successful. Still, I 
would not feel good about making advances or [illegible] drawing 
attention to myself.25 

Ozório de Almeida did not receive a prompt reply from Paulo Car-
neiro; thus, on June 12, 1946, he wrote another letter telling about the 
contents of his previous one and that he thought it would not even be 
useful to go to the last plenary sessions of UNESCO’s Preparatory Com-
mission in London: 

I think it is preferable to preserve myself for the definitive Confer-
ence to be held in Paris in November, when the permanent UNESCO 
organization will be decided and in which I could perhaps have 
some action. There is something unpleasant about the attitude of the 
new participants concerning the old collaborators of the Intellectual 
Cooperation and I would not like to lose myself in transitory discus-
sions. It will be better to discuss it in one occasion only and speak 
my mind, being ready and willing to collaborate in case it seems 
reasonable to me, or I would rather return if the new tendencies do 
not please me. [. . .] Have you been with Huxley after his return from 
the countries in the American continent? What are his impressions? 
Why were the North Americans removed from the Intellectual Coop-
eration? Are they really determined to leave aside all that has been 
achieved and start a new or apparently new life? You understand that 
in issues of this nature I do not cling to the past, but I consider that it 
would be a loss of time and effort to throw out the significant study 
material gathered as a result of much work. The real problem is the 
same; the circumstances have changed. The ideal thing would be to 
put together some of those who have the knowledge of the problem 
and know the circumstances with those who know the circumstances 
but do not understand the problem yet.26 

It seems that Ozório de Almeida preserved himself for the First UNESCO 
Conference held in Paris in November 1946, where he could make his 
stand. Though UNESCO represented the achievement of his interna-
tional cooperation ideals, especially due to the inclusion of sciences as 
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one of its main concerns, the way in which it was done bothered him 
somehow. This was made very clear when the scientist addressed the First 
Paris Conference. 

Universalisms in Debate During the Early Years of UNESCO 

UNESCO draw on the League of Nations’ intellectual cooperation proj-
ect; however, it sought distance from what were understood as defects 
and causes of the failure of the previous project, especially concerning its 
tendency to be considered elitist and Eurocentric.27 

UNESCO inherited from the IIIC and ICIC some of the staff and cul-
tural programs, such as the revision of school manuals, international 
university exchange, translation of literary works, the coordination of 
libraries and archives, among others. Furthermore, French intellectuals 
who participated in its creation followed a classical and European con-
ception of culture, inspired by the IIIC, and conceived UNESCO’s action 
mainly centered on the intellectual domain. However, the IIIC also played 
the role of “countermodel”, and many of UNESCO’s founders, especially 
British and North American, tried to avoid the new organization repro-
ducing the problems of its predecessor. Thus, UNESCO was created with 
the concern of attending the masses, not only an elite (the “société des 
esprits” of Paul Valéry), and with the objective of having a worldwide 
dimension instead of a European dimension only. 
The previous actions of the IIIC were seen as elitist because they were 

restricted to a public composed of specialists and had little concrete 
achievements; besides, education was not included in its attributions. 
In contrast, UNESCO gave great importance to education and science, 
problems of the so-called “underdeveloped” countries and modern mass 
communication techniques.28 

At the moment of its creation, the initial conflict was related to the 
debate between those who defended that the new organization should 
have a non-governmental character and those who supported the idea 
that it should have an intergovernmental nature.29 Over time, the last 
tendency was strengthened. 
The British government was highly interested in the creation of this 

organization, contributing in a decisive way to the reflections that actu-
ally led to it, especially by means of the Conference of Allied Ministers 
of Education (CAME) between 1942 and 1945. Two well-known British 
scientists, zoologist Julian Huxley (1887–1975) and biochemist Joseph 
Needham (1900–1995), played an active role in UNESCO’s early years, 
namely in the process of including the term “science” in its name and 
valorizing the reflection on the social importance of science by this inter-
national organization.30 

In the memorandum “The place of science and international scientific 
cooperation in post-war world organisation”, of April 1945, Needham 
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used for the first time the term UNESCO − United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (in opposition to UNECO), thus 
including the “S” for “science”. In this document, Needham highlighted 
the importance that the new international organization could bring to the 
domain of international scientific cooperation, especially by providing 
support to scientists and technicians in distant areas of what he named 
“bright zones”, i.e., countries in Europe and North America. According 
to Needham, there was a universal desire among scientists to see bet-
ter international contacts after the end of the war, but the international 
cooperation domain was marked by a certain “laissez-faire”, which could 
function very well for North American and European scientists but did 
not make communication easy between scientists from other regions of 
the world. 
At the November 1945 Conference, the term “science” was officialized 

in the name of the organization.31 From 1946 to 1948, Julian Huxley was 
the first UNESCO’s director-general, and Joseph Needham was the head 
of the Natural Sciences Sector. 
Huxley’s term as director-general was marked by his evolutionist and 

positivist ideas; his trust in science to explain phenomena and solve natu-
ral and social problems; his advocacy of a better comprehension of sci-
ence, particularly biology and psychology and his belief in science as the 
main factor of progress and harmony between the peoples.32 As UNES-
CO’s director-general, he acted as a mediator between pragmatic liberal 
forces and leftist forces present in the new organization’s debates. 33 

Needham’s actions were in accordance with his “periphery principle” 
fundaments and was marked by his experience in China as responsible 
for the Committee on Scientific Cooperation between China and the 
United Kingdom in the 1940s. A Christian Marxist, Needham was a Ber-
nalist; that is, he followed the ideas of the British physician John Bernal, 
a Marxist who had developed works on the social function of science 
since the 1930s.34 Needham demanded better planning and greater social 
responsibility in UNESCO’s actions, especially concerning the social role 
of science. With this international organization, he sought to strengthen 
independence, economic development and enlargement of scientific 
knowledge bases in places that had been colonized by Western nations. 35 

Huxley and Needham had been involved in the movement Social Rela-
tion of Science (SRS) in the 1930s. This movement of British scientists 
defended science and socialism, stressing the social responsibility of sci-
ence.36 The ideas of this group were influenced by the contact with the 
history of Soviet science presented at the Second International Congress 
of the History of Science, held in 1931, especially the Marxist interpre-
tation of Boris Hessen in the work “The Social and Economic Roots of 
Newton’s Principia”. 37 

As highlighted by Elzinga, UNESCO’s declared intention was univer-
sality, that is, the understanding that science is a common product of 
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humankind, a public good that exists for the benefit of humanity. 38 How-
ever, when mentioning universality, there are many projects at stake and 
UNESCO was the stage of debates on various universalisms. 
Huxley’s and Needham’s ideas brought about proposals and criti-

cism from intellectuals like the Brazilian Miguel Ozório de Almeida and 
enabled the creation of a space for debates.39 Considering their life expe-
rience, the founders of UNESCO as well as Ozório de Almeida affirmed 
that the so-called “international scientific community” was unfinished, 
incomplete, deficient and Eurocentric and saw scientific universalism as 
a project to be built. There were, however, different proposals for the 
development of this project. 
UNESCO mentioned unity and universalism for the area of science 

but drew on a conception that considered the scientific production in 
the “not enlightened zones” practically nonexistent. What sort of uni-
versality would that be? What kind of international intellectual coopera-
tion does this idea reveal? Perhaps this was the question that Ozório de 
Almeida posed himself at the time. And this was indeed the question that 
he openly posed when making his stand at the First UNESCO Conference 
in November 1946. 
Ozório de Almeida participated as a delegate from Brazil, together 

with Olimpio da Fonseca, Paulo Carneiro and Carlos Chagas Filho. The 
head of the delegation was Moniz de Aragão, the secretary-general was 
Georges Maciel, and as experts there were Maria Eugenia Franco, Beat-
rix Veiga, Isabel de Prado, Jorge Maia, Paulo E. Salles Gomes and Mario 
Barata. During the Conference, Ozório de Almeida was elected vice-
president of the Sub-Commission on Exact and Natural Sciences, and 
Paulo Carneiro presented the project to create an International Institute 
of the Amazon Hylea that was discussed and approved. 40 In May 1946, 
Paulo Carneiro had proposed creating a research center in the Amazon 
that was included in a scientific program being designed by the Commit-
tee on Natural Sciences of the UNESCO Preparatory Commission under 
Needham’s coordination. 
When opening the session of the Sub-Commission on Exact and Natu-

ral Sciences held on November 30, 1946, as head of UNESCO’s Natural 
Sciences Sector, Needham reinforced in his speech the importance of his 
“periphery principle”. He stated that he had the opportunity to spend a 
significant part of his scientific life in different parts of the world, espe-
cially in China, where he could have new ideas and open new horizons on 
certain aspects of science. According to him, those experiences led him to 
a better understanding of the difficulties encountered in certain parts of 
the world in the domain of science and technology: “I was able to realize 
the deadening and sometimes even demoralizing effect produced by the 
isolation in which certain scientists have to live.” 41 Needham mentioned 
the two brochures handed to the participants with ideas and proposals for 
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the Sub-Commission on Exact and Natural Sciences, in which appeared 
the idea of bright zones and dark zones dividing the scientific world. This 
division, in his view, resulted from purely historical circumstances, and 
the bright zones should understand how precious their help could be to 
the less bright zones, both in the material and moral aspects. Needham 
stressed that the problem was related not only to the isolation in which 
those regions were, but it also referred to the uneven distribution of natu-
ral and industrial resources: “In other words, it is necessary to raise the 
standard of life in a large part of the word and the living conditions of 
the non-industrialized peoples”.42 

He emphasized, therefore, that an international organization’s action 
should have a double aspect: “on the one hand, it must reach the farthest 
outposts of the world, the less favoured areas; on the other hand, it must 
also work in the ‘bright zone’”. 43 Regarding the first aspect, one initial 
action of the Exact and Natural Sciences Sector should be the installa-
tion of three Intellectual Cooperation Offices in countries of the so-called 
periphery, namely in the East, Near East and Latin America. In the “more 
favored or bright zone”, although there were already many international 
associations on specific branches of scientific knowledge, Needham rein-
forced the importance of the creation of new associations and the finan-
cial support they should receive. 
The differentiated lines of action regarding the bright zones and the 

dark zones should be highlighted. It is likely that this rigid distinction 
between the actions to be carried out in the different areas did not please 
Ozório de Almeida. The different conceptions of universalism that were 
at stake are quite noticeable.While the formulators of UNESCO defended 
the idea that scientific knowledge was a common good for everyone, 
Ozório de Almeida understood that the scientific knowledge was made 
by everyone; thus, it was the result of cooperation. 
At the second session of the Sub-Commission on Exact and Natural Sci-

ences held on December 2, 1946, Carlos Chagas Filho praised UNESCO’s 
program for the area of science, stressing the significance of the project 
proposed by Paulo Carneiro for the creation of the International Institute 
of the Amazon Hylea. Chagas Filho stressed that the Brazilian delegation 
did not see it as a national project only but also as an international work. 
Therefore, the Institute would serve not only all of South America but 
also the entire civilized world: “We do not consider it as a centre of pure 
research only, for obtaining new biological and geological data, but as a 
centre of active research which, in the near future, would be able to solve 
problems of interest to the whole world”.44 Finally, the scientist stated: 
“I should also like to draw your attention to certain points which might 
limit the effectiveness our work. In the ‘dark zones’ it is often impossible 
to find either the men or the material required. Scientists should therefore 
sometimes be sent to laboratories which are already established there”.45 
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In a discreet manner, Chagas Filho sought to indicate the existence of 
research centers in the so-called dark zones.46 This idea was later recalled 
by Ozório de Almeida in a more incisive speech. 
Ozório de Almeida started his speech, as did Carlos Chagas Filho, reaf-

firming the relevance of the project of the International Institute of the 
Amazon Hylea for Latin America countries as well as for European coun-
tries such as France, The Netherlands and England. Then the scientist 
presented his view on UNESCO’s proposal for the area of sciences: 

It is felt that in the projects submitted by the Secretariat too much 
importance cannot be attached to what are described as the two 
zones in the civilized world, the “bright zone” and the “dark zone”. I 
think that this division of the world into two zones is not only neces-
sary but obvious. In fact, the history of scientific development shows 
that progress has always been made in somewhat limited areas. In 
the world today, however, UNESCO’s main function is to spread 
these “bright zones” and enlighten the “dark zones”. This will pro-
duce excellent results, but the great question is whether these results 
will be permanent or only temporary. The interesting question is why 
has science not developed as it should have done in the countries 
classified as belonging to “dark zones”? There are countries in these 
zones which have in the past produced remarkable scientists but have 
now fallen back to the “dark zones” class. What has been the cause 
of this decadence? (. . .) We have noticed that, even in “dark zones” 
countries, some scientific work has been done and that certain per-
sonalities have attained the highest standards of scientific research. 
What are the obstacles which have hampered scientific development 
and what conditions should be realized to make such development 
possible? Is there an answer to this question? It depends on practi-
cal organization; and if this is so, could UNESCO not assist these 
countries?47 

It is possible to notice in Ozório de Almeida’s speech that he relativized 
the idea of bright zones and dark zones by stressing the transitory char-
acter of these zones through time. Moreover, he highlighted the existence 
of scientific works in the dark zones and the importance of UNESCO 
turning to these scientists to learn about their opinion on this matter. This 
idea marked Ozório de Almeida’s participation at UNESCO. The scientist 
continued his speech by emphasizing what he called the moral aspect of 
the issue: 

These questions are rather delicate, but we must take them into 
account. A sort of “scientific imperialism” is practiced by countries 
which only believe in what has been done in their own country and 
sometimes despise work done elsewhere. I think it is this state of 
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mind, when it still exists, which has to some extent prevented scien-
tific development in countries of the “dark zones”. 48 

This is the central point of Ozório de Almeida’s speech. The scientist 
presented one of the elements that might explain the dark zone condi-
tion in some countries: a certain scientific imperialism. Therefore, he 
attributed the responsibility for the “darkness” of certain zones to the 
very dynamics of international intellectual relations, marked by historical 
asymmetries. After mentioning this aspect, the Brazilian scientist high-
lighted the internal hindrances encountered in these dark zone countries: 

I may quote a man who has had a distinguished career, great success 
in research and who belongs to one of the countries of the “dark 
zones”. He used to say: “when working in a great scientific country 
one can afford to be slightly melancholic, or to have doubts which 
may be favorable to work; but it is painful to realize that in poorer 
countries ideas have to be proportioned to the material resources at 
one’s disposal, whereas in other countries the resources are available 
corresponding to one’s ideas.” This is a fundamental difference in the 
conditions in which scientific work is carried out.49 

Therefore, scientists from the dark zones would need to overcome 
a double obstacle: the material hindrances of the institutions in their 
countries and the nationalist (or even Eurocentric) tendency regarding 
international scientific relations. It was a way to say: yes, we need help 
to counterbalance the asymmetric dynamics of international intellectual 
relations, but before that, you must listen to us. 
Ozório de Almeida and Needham affirmed that the so-called “interna-

tional scientific community” was incomplete and Eurocentric and con-
sidered scientific universalism a project to be built, but their proposals 
for the solution of the historical discrepancy between regions were quite 
different. 
UNESCO’s projects for the dark zones drew on the idea of science 

directed to the applicability and replicability of methods and knowledge 
of the so-called bright zones. According to this conception, the scientific 
method would offer the possibility to produce “universal” knowledge, 
that is, that could be applied in different parts of the world, taking prog-
ress to different peoples. Thus, cooperation was understood as support to 
the so-called “dark zones”, instead of mutual support between scientists 
from different nations. The idea of cooperation would be associated with 
assistance, rather than to the idea of exchange between scientist from 
different countries. 
This was a very different vision from that professed by Ozório de 

Almeida, to whom universalization was a process that drew on the coop-
eration between intellectuals and scientists from different places. Thus, 
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European scientists would need scientists from the so-called non-bright 
zones as much as these would need scientists from the bright zones. After 
all, the non-bright zones were actually not that dark. Ozório de Almeida’s 
concern was to valorize what already existed in the non-bright zones. 
How could one say to a scientist who had spent his entire life creating 
space for the production of “pure science” in the area of physiology in 
Brazil, coming from a family of Rio de Janeiro’s intellectual elite involved 
in debates on the development of the educational and scientific system 
in the country, that his country belonged to a non-bright zone so darkly 
pictured by Needham? 
In December 1946, the First UNESCO Conference held in Paris 

approved the project of the International Institute of the Amazon Hylea 
and the creation of Scientific Cooperation Offices in underdeveloped 
regions, namely Latin America, Asia and Africa, thus materializing Need-
ham’s periphery principle. It is likely that in Ozório de Almeida’s view, 
Needham’s periphery principle was applied with no consideration to the 
real situation of the so-called dark zones of the scientific world, which 
were actually not always that dark. This idea was latter retrieved by 
Ozório de Almeida and other Latin American scientists. 
Despite the divergence, it is possible to notice Ozório de Almeida’s 

interest in having more effective participation in the new international 
organization. Paulo Carneiro, who occupied the position of Brazilian del-
egate to UNESCO, became Ozório de Almeida’s strongest link with the 
institution. While, as previously mentioned, Ozório de Almeida had ini-
tially been responsible for the inclusion of Carneiro in the international 
intellectual cooperation, the Brazilian chemist became the one respon-
sible for keeping a space for Ozório de Almeida in the new international 
organization. In his letters to Paulo Carneiro, the scientist frequently 
asked about the situation of UNESCO and how he could help. He was 
always ready to support Carneiro in whatever way possible and asked for 
his friend’s help to resolve his situation in regard to UNESCO: “I count 
on you to resolve my position at UNESCO so that I can return to Paris as 
soon as possible. I am waiting for the title that will enable me to start the 
survey we have agreed upon on scientific research in Latin America”. 50 

In March 1947, Ozório de Almeida sent a letter mentioning that he 
was anxious to receive some news about UNESCO: “Thus, I am wait-
ing for news from you. I have done nothing yet on the survey about the 
conditions of scientific work in Latin America because I have not received 
the necessary official authorization from UNESCO”.51 The scientist con-
stantly demonstrated his dissatisfaction with the Brazilian intellectual 
environment and gave the impression that he would like to live in Paris. 
Most likely he saw in UNESCO the possibility to have this idea turned 
into reality. 
During 1947 and 1948, negotiations between Paulo Carneiro and Ita-

maraty52 regarded the possibility that Brazilians could occupy positions at 
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UNESCO. There was a constant concern of Paulo Carneiro about Ozório 
de Almeida’s application for important positions at the organization. 
In an official letter dated January 24, 1947, to the Minister of For-

eign Affairs, Raul Fernandes, Paulo Carneiro informed him that until 
that moment, the Brazilian citizens working at UNESCO were Anisio 
Teixeira (adviser at the Education Sector), Celia Neves (budget directory) 
and Isadora de Andrade Falcão (assistant at the Music Sector). However, 
he stated that Huxley, UNESCO’s director-general, had the intention of 
appointing two other advisers to whom he had already sent invitations: 
Miguel Ozório de Almeida (Natural Sciences Sector) and Rodolfo Paula 
Lopes (Social Sciences Sector). 
In an official letter dated March 14, 1947, to Raul Fernandes, follow-

ing a list of positions to be occupied in the course of two years, Paulo 
Carneiro indicated the first great opportunity for Ozório de Almeida: 

For the place of Head of the Natural Sciences Sector, which will be 
vacant in July due to Dr Joseph Needham’s return to the University 
of Cambridge, one of the names most in view is that of Professor 
Miguel Ozório de Almeida. In a letter sent to me, Dr Joseph Need-
ham expresses the satisfaction he would have by having as his succes-
sor the eminent Brazilian scientist.53 

The negotiations between Paulo Carneiro and UNESCO might have 
been in the right direction; however, he needed the support from and the 
fast and efficient action of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: 

But the director-general will have to consider for this position the 
applications presented by several member states and their National 
Commissions. Therefore, I plea to Your Excellency to please sup-
port, on behalf of the Brazilian government, the election of Profes-
sor Miguel Ozório de Almeida, whose titles and works indicate him, 
without any possible competition, to represent Brazil in this high 
position.54 

The application did not progress. The position of head of the Natural 
Sciences Sector was occupied in 1948 by Pierre Auger, a left-wing French 
physician. This was not the only time that Ozório de Almeida’s applica-
tion presented by Paulo Carneiro failed. In 1948, Paulo Carneiro was 
involved in an intense campaign for Ozório de Almeida’s application for 
the position of UNESCO’s director-general, which did not succeed either. 
Although the campaigns for Ozório de Almeida’s application for 

important positions at UNESCO were not successful, the scientist par-
ticipated as a Brazilian delegate to the 1946 General Conference, previ-
ously mentioned, and to the 1949, 1950 and 1952 Conferences. 55 During 
this period, he also presented the initial reports for the development of 
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two UNESCO projects: the History of Humanity and the International 
Brain Institute. 

Final Considerations 

The performance of Brazilian physiologist Miguel Ozório de Almeida in 
international intellectual cooperation projects was marked by the defense 
of the idea of the universal and peaceful character of intellectual and sci-
entific work. This idea was shared by other researchers at that moment. 
Negotiations for the creation of a temporary intellectual cooperation 
center in the Americas soon after the occupation of Paris by Germany 
in June 1940 showed the increasing role of Latin American intellectuals in 
the international intellectual network since the interwar period, demon-
strated by the role played by Brazilian Miguel Ozório de Almeida at that 
moment. Nevertheless, the failure of the initiative and the negotiations in 
UNESCO’s early years also point to the asymmetries that constituted the 
dynamics of international intellectual relations. Anyhow, the intellectual 
cooperation project of the League of Nations was used as a forum for 
Ozório de Almeida’s criticism of Getúlio Vargas’s authoritarian govern-
ment in Brazil and for his defense of intellectual work autonomy; it was 
also crucial for the strengthening of relations between the Brazilian sci-
entist Ozório de Almeida and European and Latin American intellectu-
als. UNESCO was also an important forum for the development of that 
network of intellectuals, and Ozório de Almeida used it for his criticism 
of what he understood as a certain “scientific imperialism” that hindered 
the international relations of intellectuals. 
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